T Denman and Sons Limited

Belvoir High School Multi Gym
Client information:
Belvoir High School
Barkestone Lane
Bottesford
Nottinghamshire
NG13 0AX
Tel: 01949 844920

Value:

£225,000.00

Short description:

New Multi Gym Extension and Refurbishment at Belvoir High School

Introduction – Denman competitively tendered a project for a repeat client to construct a new multi-gym as
an extension to an existing sports hall, and extension and refurbishment of existing male and female changing
rooms. The scope of works included concrete foundations, brick and block construction, timber roof with felt
covering, M&E installations, fit out including doors, ceilings, plastering, decorating and carpeting.
Project Outcomes – We delivered the desired set of project outcomes to the complete satisfaction of the
client and architect whilst meeting and overcoming several challenges during the programme of works via a
process of total collaboration. Our principal challenge was to develop a method of working within an
operating school which was safe, efficient and had had minimal impact on all users and neighbours. We first
established and fenced off our site compound on a car park adjacent to the sports hall and re-provided the car
park on a temporary basis elsewhere. In consultation with all users we established pedestrian and vehicle
routes. We then developed and implemented an access and circulation plan which catered to all demand via
existing and temporary footways and doors, all of which were signed. The access plan was communicated to
users through assembly briefings for staff and students, written advice to external users and toolbox talks for
our site staff.
We also developed a strategy for receiving deliveries to the compound, which included: an off site holding
area from which deliveries could be called off; allowance for the avoidance of deliveries on days when the
school was having its own deliveries or when other schools were visiting. Just in time deliveries were
undertaken outside school hours in consideration of limited storage space on site. During the half term
holidays we carried out as much of the dust-intensive and noisy work as possible, to avoid impact on users.
During the extension of the changing rooms we were scheduled to install a roof to link two existing buildings.
During this process we identified the floor below was not adequate for the building, as it was just a membrane
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over paving slabs. This challenge dictated that we design, cost and install a concrete slab floor.
Value for Money – We achieved value for money for our client on this project at both the pre-contract stage
and during the programme of works collaborating with the architect to ensure full ownership of the design and
delivery. Prior to the tendering stage we received an enquiry from the designing architect regarding the
supply of windows. We gave them details of a supplier that could produce windows to the required
specification but that were cheaper than those already identified by the architect. The supplier was included
in the tender documents, and represented a pre-contract cost saving of some £4,000 (2% of contract budget).
At the outset of the project we reviewed the materials specifications and sources set out in the tender
documents and in some cases we were able to find a better value source. An example of this was a roof
covering from a local supplier which achieved a cost saving of £1,000, whilst still complying with the
specification.
Heating control was intended to be achieved through separate air conditioning units and gas heaters.
However, in consultation with the air conditioning supplier we established that a slightly superior unit could
provide heating as well as air conditioning. This represented a slightly higher supply and installation cost, but
offered a considerable reduction in running costs delivering a whole life saving to school. We presented this
finding to our client and it was approved and incorporated into the works.
The required new floor which we identified during the works was tendered for by a supplier. However, our
evaluation of that quote suggested that it was above expectations, and we renegotiated the works for a 10%
price reduction, resulting in a cost saving of £1,000 to our client and reaffirming our commitment to providing
best value.
Towards the end of the works the client noticed a marked difference in appearance the new build and the
existing brickwork which we had built against. We cleaned and re-pointed the existing brickwork at no
additional cost as part of our commitment to making a difference for our clients.
Key Lessons Learnt - The project was progressing well until we identified that an existing link area that was
to be come part of the changing facility, was nothing more than concrete paving slabs laid on earth. This
necessitated a re-design of this area and significant additional works. We were able to re-sequence the
programme to mitigate much of this delay to ensure completion by our clients desired dates, via a very close
working relationship between ourselves and the various consultants, in order that these works were designed
with buildability as the key driver. The co-ordinated re-design, incorporating our groundworker, ensured that
this was completed promptly and able to be delivered in a shorter time scale than perhaps would ordinarily
have been the case if the engineer had designed the slab in a different way.

